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Abstract—Passive Internet of Things (IoT) like radio frequency
identification (RFID) tags can be used to offer a wide range
of services, such as object tracking or classification, marking
ownership, noting boundaries, and indicating identities. While
the communication link between a reader of the tag and the
authentication server is generally assumed to be secure, the com-
munication link between the reader and participating tags is
mostly vulnerable to malicious acts. Many authentication pro-
tocols have been proposed in literature, however, they either
are vulnerable to certain types of attacks or require pro-
hibitively a large amount of computational resources to be
implemented on a passive tag. In this paper, we present vari-
ants of a novel authentication protocol that can overcome the
security flaws of previous protocols while being well suited to
the computational capability of the tags. At the core of the
proposed approach is our recently demonstrated self-powered
timing devices that can be used for robust time-keeping and syn-
chronization without the need for any external powering. The
outputs of the timers are processed using a single hash func-
tion on the tag to produce tokens that continuously change
with time, while being synchronized to tokens generated by
the authentication server. The proposed protocol also incorpo-
rates margins of tolerance that make the authentication process
robust to any deviations in the timer responses due to fabrication
artifacts.

Index Terms—Dynamic authentication, Internet of Things
(IoT), low-cost and passive tags, self-powered timers.

I. INTRODUCTION

AN infrastructure of Internet-of-Things (IoT) consisting of
servers, readers, and tags provides connectivity between

systems and devices thus enabling a vast range of applica-
tions, such as smart homes, wearables, retails, health-care,
automotive, and agriculture [1]–[5]. At the core of this infras-
tructure are tags [for example, radio frequency identification
(RFID) tags], which are generally responsible for data collec-
tion or exchange with readers that are connected to a server.
As these tags operate in an insecure and shared environment,
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the unprotected communications between tags and readers over
a wireless channel can disclose the data collected by the tags
and their locations. This raises serious concerns about security
of participating tags and makes them susceptible to different
security attacks [6]–[8].

Denial-of-service are attacks in which an attacker forces
tags to dis-function by disturbing or blocking the communica-
tion sessions between tags and readers. In tag impersonation,
an attacker can intercept sessions between a target tag and
the reader by eavesdropping open wireless channel. Based on
the intercepted sessions, the attacker can impersonate the tag
without knowing its secret. It could communicate with readers
instead of the tag to get the authentication from the back-end
server. In replay attacks, an attacker reuses communications
from previous sessions to perform a successful authentication
between a tag and the back-end server. De-synchronization
attacks are used by an attacker to update the values in only
one part of the network, either the tag or the reader. In such
attacks, the tag and the reader can no more synchronously
update their secrets. This makes future authentication impos-
sible and in turn prevents proper functioning of the tag. While
the described attacks do not require the attacker to compro-
mise a target tag, there are stronger attacks that result from the
physical possession of an attacker to a target tag. In backward
traceability, given the internal state of a target tag at time t,
the attacker is able to identify tag’s sessions that occurred at
a time ti < t [9]. That is, knowledge of a tag’s current state
could help identify the tag’s past sessions, which may allow
tracking of the tag’s past behavior. On the other hand, in for-
ward traceability a tag’s state at time t can help to identify tag
sessions that occur at a time ti > t. That is, knowledge of a
tag’s current state could help identify the tag’s future sessions.

In order to tackle these concerns, it is essential to use
secure cryptographic protocols to guarantee the security of
tags and their data. However, tags used in such systems are
generally passive, i.e., they typically do not possess an on-
board source of power. Instead, they gain power by harvesting
energy from the reader. This limited power availability severely
constrains the computing resources of the tag as well as its
storage resources. As a result of these limitations, it is therefore
extremely challenging to design a secure cryptographic protocol
that provides security while efficiently utilizing the available
resources. Therefore, to solve the security problems of the
system, many lightweight authentication protocols have been
proposed in recent years. Based on the difficulty of inverting
the one-way hash function, it turns out to be the best candidate
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for most of these authentication protocols. Although some of
these protocols are implementable by the resource constrained
system, most of them have serious security problems.

An authentication protocol basically defines a set of com-
munications and computations performed between tag, reader,
and back-end server. While the basic requirement of an authen-
tication protocol is to generally authorize a tag if its ID is
recognizable by the back-end database and otherwise unautho-
rizes it, the designed authentication protocol is also required
to follow some guidelines to prevent different types of security
attacks, such as those described above. These guidelines are
to: 1) provide dynamic responses to reader queries to avoid
traceability attacks, where a current session intercepted by the
attacker does not enable him to identify neither tag’s past nor
future sessions; 2) guarantee that the sessions intercepted by
the attacker do not qualify him to further be authenticated
as a legitimate tag to avoid tag impersonation and replay
attacks; and 3) maintain the same shared secret key between
the reader and the tag throughout the life-time of the tag to
avoid de-synchronization attacks. An IoT system is assumed
to be secure if it can consistently follow these guidelines to
overcome different attacks on security.

In this paper, we propose an authentication protocol that
guarantees a customizable level of security of tags and their
data. More specifically, the proposed protocol utilizes a set
of self-powered timers, reported in [10], to perform authenti-
cation. The timers provide a mechanism to achieve temporal
synchronization between two passive devices without the need
for any external powering or clocks. As a result the timers
could be used to implement dynamic SecureID type authen-
tication involving random keys and tokens that need to be
periodically generated and synchronized [11]. To authenti-
cate any given tag, values of these timers are compared
to a gold standard tag at the reader’s side. These values
are dynamic, where they are essentially periodically updated.
Synchronization between the tag and the legitimate reader is
efficiently maintained by the timers design and the underlying
reliable timer model. While the values from timers at the tag
side would not perfectly match values of the gold standard
due to measurement and fabrication artifacts, we tolerate an
error margin in a more robust and customizable version of the
proposed authentication protocol. Threshold of this margin is
customized and predetermined based on the deterioration rate
of the fabricated models. We also provide a comparison of
our protocol with other existing protocols in terms of security,
cost, and performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we conduct a qualitative analysis of the existing tag authenti-
cation protocols. In Section III, preliminaries are introduced.
Two versions of our proposed authentication protocol are
proposed in Section IV. Section V demonstrates the secu-
rity and performance analysis. Design considerations are also
provided in Section VI. We finally conclude in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

In order to protect IoT systems from different attacks, many
authentication protocols and strategies have been proposed to

meet different security requirements. All authentication proto-
cols typically aim to protect tag’s security, with minimizing
impact on the available limited resources. In this section, to
get an idea of how they overcome different attacks, we pro-
vide an overview of these authentication protocols. We briefly
discuss the design model for each protocol, and analyze their
limitations.

In a first attempt to achieve authentication between tag and
reader, hash-lock protocol was proposed in [12]. To achieve
privacy, instead of using the tag’s ID, this protocol uses the
pseudonym of the tag, metaID. However, since eventually
the secret key and the ID are sent in plain-text, an attacker
can eavesdrop the key and the tag can later be impersonated.
Therefore, hash-lock is vulnerable to attacks, such as imper-
sonation, replay, and tracking attacks. In an attempt to avoid
the drawbacks of hash-lock protocol, a randomized version of
the hash-lock protocol was proposed in [13]. In this protocol
tags respond to reader’s queries by generating a random value.
This random value is then concatenated with the hash of the ID
and sent to the reader. The reader identifies a tag by searching
its database for the ID that corresponds to the hash value. The
ID is then sent to the tag in plain-text. While the tag’s response
varies in each session, it is easy for an adversary to eavesdrop
and obtain the identity of the tag. Moreover, the tag’s holder
is easily traced if the tag’s ID is leaked. A hash-chain protocol
was proposed in [14]. In this protocol, the tag always replies
to the reader queries with different responses. To achieve this,
it mainly depends on incorporating two different hash func-
tions. Although this protocol introduces the dynamic property
in tag responses, an attacker can disguise a legitimate tag by
resending an intercepted authentication message to the reader.
Therefore, the protocol is vulnerable to replay attacks.

In [15], a hash function, a pseudo-random number generator
(PRNG), and an XOR operator are used in an authentication
protocol for low cost tags. However, as shown in [16], this
protocol is vulnerable to replay and denial of service attacks.
In [16], a lightweight anti-desynchronization RFID authentica-
tion protocol was proposed. In this protocol, the server keeps
track of the updated random key to prevent the active attack-
ers from desynchronizing the shared secret between the tag
and the server. Although this technique prevents the replay
attack, it is prone to denial of service attacks. Finally, in [17],
a scalable pseudo random-based scheme was proposed. This
scheme utilizes symmetric key cryptography, random num-
ber generators, and hash functions for authentication. In this
scheme, although the random number generation makes it dif-
ficult to predict the next random value, it is susceptible to
reverse engineering due to the static structure of the seed.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Protocol Preliminaries

A cryptographic hash function h is a mathematical algorithm
that maps data of arbitrary size to a bit string of fixed size. It
is cryptographically secure if it satisfies the following.

1) Preimage-Resistance: It should be computationally
infeasible to find any input for any prespecified out-
put which hashes to that output, i.e., for any given y,
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Fig. 1. Rapid authentication of passive IoT devices using self-powered timers.

it should be computationally infeasible to find an x such
that h(x) = y.

2) Week Collision Resistance: For any given x, it should
be computationally infeasible to find x′ ̸= x such that
h(x′) = h(x) [18].

3) Strong Collision-Resistance: It should be computation-
ally infeasible to find any two distinct inputs x and x′,
such that h(x) = h(x′) [19], [20].

B. System and Adversarial Model

1) System Model: The system usually consists of three
components: 1) a tag T; 2) a reader R; and 3) a back-end server
S. A tag T is basically a chip that has small storage, limited
computation resources, and constrained communication capa-
bilities. It requires power to perform different operations, such
as hash computations. Passive tags are battery-less devices
operated by energy harvested from the reader. Since they have
very limited power resources, these tags are assumed to receive
and transmit data within a very short range. A reader R is a
powerful device which is authorized by the back-end server
to authenticate a group of tags through a set of communica-
tion sessions. A back-end server S provides the database for
tags and participates with the reader in the tag authentica-
tion. The server is also in charge of deciding the authorization
of the set of operating readers. We particularly consider the
case of a centralized system, where any reader R from the
set of operating readers is continuously online and connected
to a centralized server S. We denote the number of tags in a
system by NT , and let Ti for 1≤i≤NT denote the identifier for
the ith tag in the system. The back-end server and reader are
usually considered to be resource-abundant. They are gener-
ally capable of performing intensive cryptographic operations.
Therefore, the link between the back-end server and the reader
is assumed to be secure. Moreover, the server and reader are
considered to be a single entity in most of the scenarios. As
shown in [21, Fig. 1], the system model comprises one or a set
of timers on-board of the tags, namely, self-powered timers.
These timers periodically generate random numbers that are
exploited to generate authentication tokens in the proposed
authentication protocol.

2) Adversarial Model: The adversary could be either pas-
sive or active. An active adversary can control a certain number
of tags and readers, and modify the conversations between
them enabling himself to initiate and terminate a session. A
passive adversary eavesdrops the channel between a tag and a
reader to learn the output of the communication sessions. The
adversary may then deduce information and combine messages
to later impersonate or trace a tag.

C. Notation

The following notations will be used throughout the rest of
this paper.

IV. PROPOSED AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL

In this section, we introduce our authentication protocol.
The proposed protocol relies mainly on the existence of one
or a set of M on-chip self-powered timers. In particular, the
protocol exploits a synchronized phenomenon that naturally
happens to the designed self-powered timer located on-board
of the operating tag. This designed timer provides the proposed
protocol with the desirable dynamic authentication together
with the ability of resynchronization with the dedicated reader
at any time instance during the tag’s lifetime.

A. Self-Powered Timers

The design and principle of operation of the self-powered
timers was reported in [10] and is not the focus of this paper.
However, in this section we briefly describe some of the fea-
tures of the time-keeping devices necessary to describe the
authentication protocol. Fig. 2 summarizes the key features of
the timers as reported in [10] and [21]. Fig. 2(a) shows the
micrograph of a timer device that was fabricated on a standard
silicon process and has a form factor less than 100 µm ×
100 µm. Thus, the device could be easily integrated with
any passive RFID tag. The measured response of the timer
is shown in Fig. 2(b) and can be mathematically modeled as

Vi = K2/ ln(K1ti + K0) + K3 (1)

where Vi is the value of the timer at time instant ti and
(K0, K1, K2, K3) are the model parameters which are deter-
mined by the device form factors and its initialization con-
ditions. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the model in (1) accurately
captures the dynamics of the timer. This feature is important
because it ensures that a software model of the timer running
on a remote authentication server is accurately synchronized
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 2. Design of the self-powered timer: (a) micro-photograph of the fabricated timer device, (b) measured response showing that the proposed mathematic
model can fit the data well, (c) measured data across different dies showing that the timer is robust and showing synchronization accuracy greater than 0.5%,
(d) token generation system proposed in [21], (e) normalized random tokens generated using the timer output from measured response in (c), and (f) matching
result of the random tokens generated from two synchronized timers [10].

with the hardware timer integrated on a tag. Fig. 2(c) com-
pares the responses from three different timers (integrated on
three different tags) and shows the maximum temporal devi-
ation with respect to each other. The response was obtained
by only taking the change of the timer output with respect to
a reference time instance. As reported in [10], the timers can
be synchronized with respect to each other with an accuracy
greater than 0.5%.

In [21] we combined the output of the timer with a PRNG
to produce authentication tokens. The system is shown in
Fig. 2(d) and comprises of two modules: 1) the timer which
is self-powered and continuously keeps track of time and
2) a PRNG which is externally powered when an authenti-
cation value is requested from the tag. When a request signal
is sent to the tag, the timer value shown in Fig. 2(c) is read-
out and digitized. The digitized value is then used to feed the
PRNG, such as a linear feedback shift register as a seed [22].
After a certain number of cycles of shift operations, the gen-
erated random code Vi shown in Fig. 2(e) can be further used
in the proposed authentication protocol at any time instance
ti. The time-variant seeds break the pattern of the PRNG and
makes it function like a true RNG. A synchronized timer stored
on the server goes through the same process and should gen-
erate identical random number in ideal cases. By comparing
the synchronicity between the two generated random number
tokens, authentication can be achieved. On one hand, due to
the existence of the PRNG, the timer value can be masked and
protected from machine learning attacks. On the other hand,
the timer breaks the pattern of the PRNG and therefore makes
it difficult to predict the random output. Fig. 2(e) shows the
normalized random tokens generated using the output from
two synchronized timers [as shown in Fig. 2(c)] to feed a
software version of PRNG. As can be observed, at some time

instants, the codes deviate from each other due to the mismatch
and quantization error of the digitization process. This issue
can be easily tackled by searching a predetermined range of the
reference timer values, therefore providing a level of tolerance.
If two synchronized timers are integrated on a tag and server,
respectively, the tokens generated using the described strategy
can be used for authentication. As illustrated in Fig. 2(f), in
ideal cases, the token on the tag should always be equal to that
on the server (plotted as the black solid line), while the real
tokens can be different at a small portion of random scattered
points due to nonideal artifacts.

The robustness of the self-powered timer is key to success-
ful implementation of the proposed protocol. In [10], timers
with different combinations of form factors were fabricated
and tested at different temperatures. While the device shows
various temporal behavior at the initial transient stage, the
measurement results verify that at the equilibrium stage, the
fabricated designs show high robustness to device mismatch
and temperature variations, and the overall synchronization
performance is better than 40 dB. An extrapolation study was
also conducted to verify that the timer can operate as long
as three years, which is good enough for passive IoT devices.
Details of the device performance can be accessed in [10], and
are neglected here for the sake of brevity.

After we have briefly described how the self-powered timers
contribute to the authentication protocol. In the two following
sections, we present details of how the timer output Vi can be
used to design two types of authentication models: one using
a single timer and the other using an array of timers.

B. Single Timer Model

In the case of single timer model, only one timer is on-board
of the tag. At each reading attempt, after being involved in a
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Algorithm 1 Proposed Dynamic Authentication Protocol
Initialization secret (K): shared between the Tag T and the
Reader R. At authentication time ti:

• R sends request to access T .
• T computes Ai = h(K, Vi), where Vi is the v-bits timer

value, and replies with the pair (IDT , Ai).
• R retrieves T’s information from the Server S, computes

Ãi and checks Ai
?= Ãi. If true, R authenticates T . Else,

T is unauthenticated.

simple cryptographic operation, the timer value is compared
to that of the corresponding gold standard tag at the server
side. The details of the proposed authentication protocol are
summarized in Algorithm 1 and described as follows.

The tag T and the reader R are assumed to share the private
key K. At any authentication instance ti, the authentication
session is initiated when the tag is in the reader’s range. R
sends a request to T as an interrogating signal for identification
information. T responds or broadcasts to R its identification
IDT and the authentication value

Ai = h(K, Vi) (2)

where Vi is the v-bits timer value and Ai is a bits. T then
sends Ai to R for authentication. Similarly, R computes Ãi and
checks

Ai
?= Ãi.

If this holds true, R authenticates T . Otherwise, T is unauthen-
ticated.

As a matter of fact, the objective of any authentication pro-
tocol is to minimize the probability of false positive and false
negative decisions. In false positive, the tag is erroneously
indicated to be authentic while it is not. On the other hand,
in the false negative, the tag is erroneously indicated to be
un-authentic while it is authentic. While this protocol obvi-
ously achieves dynamic authentication by sending different
and unpredictable authentication values at each session, we
have not yet elaborated how it is able to continuously resyn-
chronize the tag with the server and minimize the probability
of false negative decisions. As tags are naturally assumed to
operate in a nonsecure environment, they generally receive
frequent attempts to be read by authentic and nonauthentic
readers.

We consider a scenario, where a tag T is attempted to be
accessed by a nonlegitimate reader. Since the tag updates its
authentication value Ai according to (2), the authentication
value is therefore neither dependent on past nor future tag
accesses. Moreover it is also independent of the number of
reading the tag has been read. Therefore, the proposed protocol
guarantees the synchronization between the tag and the reader
at any time instance ti. As we will show later, this feature
also enables our protocol to tackle numerous kinds of security
attacks.

We also consider a typical security attacking scenario,
where at the time period between two authentication values
update denoted as To, an adversary might attempt to reuse the

intercepted authentication value Ai to get authenticated. We
therefore have the following remark.

Remark 1: At any time instance ti, when a certain tag IDT is
accessed by a legitimate reader based on a valid authentication
value Ai, the server no more accepts reaccessing this tag for a
predetermined time period To until the authentication value is
updated. In other words, during a time period To, any tag T
can only be accessed once. Any further authentication attempts
from the tag IDT during To are considered to be illegitimate.

The To can be set dynamically by the server in a way that
the server does not accept consecutive requests with identical
authentication value. In other word, if the tag is success-
fully authenticated with value Ai, the server no longer accepts
authentication with value equal to Ai. To initialize another
successful authentication process, the timer value needs to be
updated leading to an updated Ai. The minimum time duration
between two successful authentications can be defined as the
lower bound of To.

C. Multiple Timers Model

To add more robustness to the proposed design, we consider
the incorporation of a set of M timers on-board of the tag.
The main motivation behind this model is to account for any
possible error in the timer values as result of aging or possible
security manipulation. In the case of multiple timers, each of
these timers generates its own value to be involved in the same
protocol as in Algorithm 1. Specifically, at each authentication
time ti between an authentic reader R and any given tag T , R
is expecting M authentication values from the M self-powered
timers on-board of T , computed as

Aj
i = h

!
Kj, Vj

i

"
, for j = 1, 2, . . . , M (3)

where Vj
i is the v-bits timer value of the jth timer and Aj

i is
a bits. Based on these values the reader decides the authen-
tication confidence level of any given tag. The resulting M
authentication values {A1

i , A2
i , . . . , AM

i } from (3) are compared
to the set of expected authentication values at the reader’s side
{Ã1

i , Ã2
i , . . . , ÃM

i }

Aj
i

?= Ãj
i, for j = 1, 2, . . . , M.

The matches between the two sets are used to compute the
authentication confidence level as follows:

Confidence Level = Number of matches
M

.

To tolerate possible errors in readings of timers-values between
the operating tags and their corresponding gold standard at the
reader side, we design the authentication model such that it tol-
erates a predetermined error threshold γ . This setting enables
us to present a customizable version of our protocol sum-
marized in Algorithm 2. The modified protocol provides the
flexibility to tolerate different levels of errors corresponding to
different thresholds. These thresholds will create different safe
regions with different confidence levels as shown in Fig. 3. We
define the safe region as follows.

Definition 1 (Safe Region): The safe region is defined as
the zone, where a tested tag is legitimately following the
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Fig. 3. Classification based on statistical distance to the gold standard.

Algorithm 2 Multiple Timers Version of the Proposed
Dynamic Authentication Protocol

Initialization secret (Kj), j = 1, 2, . . . , M: shared between the
Tag T and the Reader R.
At authentication time ti:

• R sends request to access T .
• T computes Aj

i = h(Kj, Vj
i ) for j = 1, 2, . . . , M, where Vj

i
is the v-bits timer value of the jth timer, and replies with
the pair (IDT , Aj

i).

• R checks Aj
i

?= Ãj
i, computes the Confidence Level and

checks 1 − Confidence Level
?≤ γ . If true, R authenticates

T . Else, T is unauthenticated.

behavior of the gold standard. This region is uniquely deter-
mined by a threshold radius γ .

Selection of the threshold radius γ depends on the types of
applications, prior estimation of the implementation environ-
ment and the expected security level. As illustrated in Fig. 3, a
larger γ implies a looser restriction on the authentication pro-
cess, leading to a higher authentication success rate. However,
this could possibly cause a higher false positive rate and
increase the risk of malicious access. As a result, the tradeoff
between the security level and successful authentication rate
determines the selection of γ . Optimization of the threshold
radius leverages the consideration of the ambient environment
and security requirements. Generally, a more secure system
prefers smaller thresholds, such as γ1 in Fig. 3.

The multiple timer version of the proposed protocol is prac-
tically an M times application of Algorithm 1. However, in this
case, R receives {A1

i , A2
i , . . . , AM

i } and checks if

1 − Confidence Level
?≤ γ .

If true, R verifies that T falls in the safe region defined by
the threshold γ . R, therefore, authenticates T and updates the
state for the next session. Otherwise, T is unauthenticated.

As we previously mentioned, the tag usually operates in
an insecure environment. Illegitimate readers may continu-
ously attempt to maliciously access the tags. Thus, between
every two legitimate readings, the tag probably had a num-
ber of attempts to be accessed of e = n − n′ times, where n
and n′ are the current and the expected number of tag read-
ings, respectively. We point out that between two consecutive

Fig. 4. Deviation of the timer response from the reference gold-standard
timer.

legitimate tag accesses, no matter how many malicious access
attempts have been done, correctness of the following legiti-
mate authentication session still holds. This is a result of the
independence of the authentication value of the number of
tag readings. However, it might be useful for the reader to
keep track of the number of illegitimate attempts e to access
the tag. In particular this gives valuable information about the
environment and moreover the reader would adaptively adjust
the threshold γ based on this information.

Based on the statistical real-life modeling of the incorpo-
rated timers, the reader is able to decide whether the deviation
in the tag’s behavior is natural or it is a result of some
malicious act. We therefore give the following definitions.

Definition 2 (Natural Deviation): A natural deviation
describes the tag’s behavior as a result of natural practical
circumstances.

Definition 3 (Malicious Deviation): A malicious deviation
describes the tag’s behavior as a result of any malicious act,
where a tested tag fails to continue following the gold standard
deviation pattern or follows it with an unacceptable error.

Intuition of these definitions is clearly illustrated in Fig. 4.
Due to nonideal artifacts, such as temperature variations and
mismatch, the timer device will show natural deviation from
the ideal case, however, this deviation is usually within a
small range of the gold standard response, as illustrated in
Fig. 4 marked as “deviation margin.” Therefore, by search-
ing a predefined small range of the gold standard timer at
the server end and selecting a proper threshold radius γ , the
natural deviation can be easily eliminated and will not affect
the authentication process. However, a malicious deviation is
either because of malicious tampering or counterfeited tags
that are not synchronized with that on the server. In either
case, it is desynchronized and the value of the timer will be far
from that stored on the server as shown in Fig. 4. It is obvious
that a malicious deviation will definitely lead the tag to be un-
authenticated. Therefore, the proposed protocol enables us to
detect counterfeited or malicious tags not only through instant
authentication at the beginning of its operation but also through
statistical means at any time during its operation lifetime.

V. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the security and performance
of the proposed authentication protocol. We begin by
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investigating the security of the protocol against different kinds
of attacks. To be able to do this analysis, we first need to set
on two key characteristics of the protocol. One is the secret
shared between the tag T and the reader R. The other one is the
transmitted messages at each communication session between
the tag and the reader. In the proposed protocol, the secret is
the private key K. The transmitted messages are basically the
tag identification IDT and the authentication value Ai.

In any authentication attempt at time instance ti, while the
tag sends the value of the same hash function in (2), both
of the hash function arguments K and Vi are secure. More
specifically, K is a private key that is never exposed to the
adversary in clear-text and is computationally infeasible to
derive. Vi is dynamically and continuously updated with the
fresh r-bits output from the self-powered timers leading to an
unpredictable authentication value.

Most importantly, it is worth to point out that under
the assumption that the underlying hash functions have
the previously explained characteristics, namely the
preimage-resistance, second-preimage-resistance, and
collision-resistance, the proposed protocol is as secure
as the hash functions. Moreover, to achieve the maximum
possible security of the hash functions, the proposed protocol
is designed to make it infeasible for an adversary, by any
means other than exhaustive search, to guess the authenti-
cation value, even by overhearing the transmission channel
between the tag and the reader. In particular, the adversary
can guess a correct a-bits authentication value A′

i = Ai with
probability

Pr
#$

A′
i = Ai

%&
= 2−a.

We now show how the proposed protocol is secure against
most kinds of popular attacks.

Theorem 1: Our protocol is secure against
de-synchronization attacks.

Proof: Equation (2) implies that the authentication value
is determined by the current timer value. The robustness of the
timer behavior ensures that the timer on the tag will keep syn-
chronized with the timer on the server. The timer’s dynamic
response cannot be programmed or altered by the reader in the
authentication process. As a result, in the case of malicious tag
access from an illegitimate reader, the authentication values at
any future time instance are independent of the previous read-
ings, hence cannot be altered. The synchronization between
the tag and the reader is continuously maintained by the
self-powered timers and is resistant to de-synchronization
attacks.

Theorem 2: The proposed protocol is secure against tag
impersonation attacks based on the security provided by the
combination of the PRNG and the hash function.

Proof: The protocol features three levels of security that
make the impersonation of a legitimate tag infeasible.

1) Conventional technique based on the private key K only
shared by the tag and the legitimate readers provides the
initial level of security.

2) The dynamic timer significantly enhances the
performance of the RNG, enabling unpredictable
output Vi.

3) The choice of hash functions make it computationally
infeasible for an adversary to find K and Vi.

Therefore, even if the adversary intercepts arbitrary number
of messages at time t < ti, it is practically difficult to guess
the output Ai at ti for impersonation.

Theorem 3: Our protocol is secure against replay attacks.
Proof: When a tag is authenticated at time ti, it goes into

an idle mode for a predetermined time period To. As explained
in Remark 1, during this time period, the reader denies
any attempts from the authenticated tag to be reaccessed.
Therefore, for ti < t < ti + To, a tag Ti is only authenti-
cated once. This prevents any attempts of replay attacks, where
an intercepted authentication value Ai is useless during this
time period.

Theorem 4: The proposed protocol is secure against back-
ward and forward traceability attacks based on the security of
the hash function.

Proof: The key to avoid traceability attacks is to avoid
using any static or predetermined messages throughout all of
the authentication attempts. Our protocol employs the com-
bination of a dynamic timer and a PRNG to generate “true”
random numbers that are not predictable. This random feature
makes it hard to trace the pattern. The hash function further
enhances this attribute. The communicated messages during
authentication at time instance ti cannot be inferred from other
communicated messages at any other time tj, where i ̸= j.
Therefore, the authentication protocol is immune to forward
or backward traceability attacks.

Table I compares the security ability of the proposed pro-
tocol to some state-of-the-art protocols proposed in literature.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol we
analyze the design from two main aspects: 1) storage and
2) efficiency. Since tags are typically very resource con-
strained, this analysis is extremely important to evaluate and
compare different designs. Generally, the tag is the part of the
system with the least storage and power resources. Therefore,
in our analysis, while we study the resources required by both
the tag and the reader, the resources required by the tag are
rather more important. This is a result of the reader being
assumed to be powerful and has sufficient storage as com-
pared to the tag. We begin by investigating the amount of
storage that our protocol requires. The tag basically needs to
permanently store its private key K and IDT . This amount of
storage is, to the best of our knowledge, equivalent to the least
we have seen in literature. In terms of communication cost,
with only one transmission from the tag to the reader, the
proposed protocol is by far the most efficient we have seen
in literature. Moreover, for the performance of tags in terms
of hash function computation, we compute the execution time
per output of the most well-known hashing algorithm, secure
hash algorithm (SHA). While it is benchmarked in [23] that
cycles per instruction (CPI) for SHA 256 and SHA 512 are
31.6 and 35.4 cycles/byte, respectively, based on these values,
we compute the execution time as follows:

Execution Time = CPI ∗ Bytes ∗ Cycle Time.

The results of performance comparison are depicted in
Fig. 5, where the execution time is measured at a tag’s
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TABLE I
SECURITY COMPARISON AGAINST VARIOUS ATTACKS

TABLE II
COST COMPARISON

Fig. 5. Dependence of execution time of SHA-256 and SHA-512 on clock
speed.

clock-rate ranging from 0.5 to 5 MHz. In Table II, we present
a cost analysis comparison between the proposed protocol and
some of the state-of-the-art protocols.

VI. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

In this section we introduce an analysis of the set of param-
eters that control the security, performance, and efficiency
level of the proposed protocol. We explain the effect and the
underlying design tradeoffs for each of these parameters.

1) r: The number of random bits |r| periodically gener-
ated by the self-powered timers is controlled by their
electronic design. As this number increases, the security
of the authentication protocol increases. r is deter-
mined by the robustness of the timer and limited by
the computational resources.

2) a: As the number of bits output of the hash function Ai =
h(K, Vi) increases, the security of the authentication
protocol increases.

3) To: The idle time that a tag spends after being read with
a legitimate reader. While this value is determined by the
electronic design of timers, it is useful to consider that
the longer this value is, the longer the time period a
tag will spend in the idle mode. On the other hand, the

TABLE III
FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SHA

shorter this period is, the more strict the protocol will
be in terms of accepted time offset.

4) M: The bigger the number of self-powered timers on-
board of the tag is, the more robust and reliable our
design is. However, as M increases, the storage, imple-
mentation, communication, and chip costs increase.

5) γ : As the threshold for accepted mismatches between
the timers values of the tag and the reader decreases,
the accuracy of the authentication protocol increases.
However, if the threshold is too small, this can result
in a higher probability of false negative decisions.

We note that the number of bits a of the critical value Ai
is implicitly determined by the type of the underlying hash
function. To give an insight of the possible sizes of hash argu-
ments, hash values and their corresponding security level, we
give some numerical values for the characteristics of SHA.
Table III, from [24], shows the functional characteristics for
three variants of SHA.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a novel dynamic authentica-
tion protocol for passive IoT systems. Our protocol relies on
the existence of self-powered timers on-board of the authenti-
cated tags. The self-powered timers do not require any external
power sources, therefore can continuously run and keep track
of time. Values generated by these timers provide our protocol
not only with the desirable dynamic authentication but also the
ability to defend different types of attacks, such as replay and
de-synchronization attacks. Two authentication models were
proposed. The first is a single timer model that depends on the
output from a single timer on-board of the tag. A more robust
model incorporates a set of M on-board timers. Depending on
the statistical model of the timers, this model helps tolerate
a predetermined error level during authentication by adjust-
ing the desired threshold. Our protocol is proved to be secure
against most kinds of attacks and improve the performance in
terms of security compared to the state-of-the-art protocols.
The proposed design saves storage resources and is validated
to be more efficient compared to the existing authentication
protocols.
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The proposed protocol opens doors to future work.
Specifically, the tokens generated by the protocol can not only
be used for authentication, but also can be used to encrypt the
data transmission between the tag and reader. It can function
as a dynamic encryption key for enhancing the data security.
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